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CBM PRESIDENT’S REVIEW

‘ELECTION’ I WOULD RATHER HAVE
A ‘SELECTION BOX’!
I

started my last review by saying the ‘Political
Landscape had changed again’. In reality, a few
months on, not a lot has changed. This despite the
government securing a new deal and Parliament
actually passing it through one stage for the first time.

So, now we head for an Election on December 12th. I really
think l would rather have an early Christmas selection box.
At least, that way l know I would get something l liked! I’m
far from convinced this election will resolve things as simply
as the vast majority of people are hoping.
Our members, and businesses as a whole, are still in the same
impasse created by Parliaments indecision, leaving us to wait
until after the election for some clarity on how we progress.
I won’t be holding my breath!
What CBM can promise is that we will continue to lobby
energetically on our members’ behalf. The links we have forged
with MakeUK, BEIS and the CBI, all with direct and effective
routes to government, have proven particularly constructive.
Thank you, especially, to those members who wrote to me prior
to my last visit to BEIS and CBI in mid-September. Some of the
points raised and ‘Secondary Brexit’ actions put in place really
resonated with both of them.
The CBI took information provided by our members right to the
heart of the government as Carolyn Fairbairn, Director General
of the CBI, acknowledged:
“I am delighted to report that one of your members has been
in touch about Brexit strategy, which included some hugely
valuable insight. As I touched on in the meeting, these sorts of
specific examples are really powerful in bringing this to life in
order to try and ensure government decision-making remains
grounded in reality.”
We must continue on this path to ensure our voices continue to
be heard at the right level. As Carolyn explains it is extremely
important we do so:
“The coming weeks and months are going to be extremely
challenging and we will need to continue to work closely
together to make sure government is held to account.
As always, I would welcome any further thoughts you’re able
to share as we continue to champion getting the best deal
for business.”
We already have meetings with the CBI, BEIS and MakeUK
scheduled prior to election and are doing the same immediately
after election. Please give us your concerns so we can
continue to present them on your behalf and then feedback to
all members.
Once again, l have challenged BEIS and the CBI for stronger
support for SMEs on payment terms that lead to cashflow
shortfalls. We reocgnise our SMEs really do need this help. With
our politicians either burying their head in the sand or playing
party politics over Brexit, the vast majority of businesses have
been left on hold, with no growth or investment. I requested a
fund be established to support SMEs to get through - especially
as many banks are now also tightening the reins. Struggling
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companies have been forced to seek alternatives, often at
higher interest rates and under less strict regulation by the
Financial Conduct Authority. With the Election called, however,
any chance of short-term support has gone firmly on hold.
Given this situation it is somewhat ironic, but not surprising,
that every political party is now promising to spend billions,
in some reports trillions!! The same politicians who left
businesses in a state of limbo now want to go out and spend our
money, which they haven’t even got yet, without giving a clear
or plausible indication on how they will support manufacturing
going forward. If our members ran their businesses in a
similar fashion, they wouldn’t be in business very long!
Away from all the negativity, we have pushed on with supporting
our members in areas we can be effective. We’ve made good
progress with Imperial College London and the Advanced
Forming Research Centre, on two forging projects, to which
members are now delivering support. We are also planning an
‘Open Day’ at the AFRC, which has already triggered interest
from members. From personal experience I can tell you it
really is well worth a visit so be sure to register your interest
once the date is announced, which will be soon.
Most recently we joined the Greater Birmingham Chamber of
Commerce. We firmly believe it is a strong supporter of business
in areas where our members need support and are looking
forward to working constructively with them.
Finally, CBM has now taken over the Presidency of the
International Council of Sheet Metal Presswork Association.
ICOPSA is an international body consisting of trade associations
from France, Germany, Japan, China, and the USA. Next year,
from 1-4 November 2020, the UK will organise and host the
ICOSPA Conference at Birmingham’s ICC. This will be the largest
the largest Sheet Metal Conference held in Birmingham, quite
possibly the United Kingdom, attracting delegates and speakers
from around the globe. Please keep the dates free and look out
for further announcements.
In this final edition of 2019, may I end by wishing all our
members and their families a Merry Christmas and a Happy,
Healthy and Prosperous New Year.
Steve Morley,
President of the Confederation of British Metalforming

www.thecbm.co.uk

CBM MEMBERSHIP

THE CBM – HELPING THE UK’S METALFORMING INDUSTRIES TO PROSPER AND GROW

CBM MEMBERSHIP…
WHAT’S IN IT FOR YOU?

CBM is the leading trade association for UK manufacturers of fasteners, forgings, pressings and cold rolled products; the
very building blocks of UK manufacturing. CBM members provide high quality components to key industry sectors; indeed
virtually every manufacturing sector buys components from a CBM member company, most of which hold a range of third party
quality accreditations.
In addition to CBM’s manufacturing companies, its associate members include suppliers of materials, equipment, consumables
and services, universities and research bodies – a true reflection of CBM’s support of a totally integrated metalforming community.
GOVERNMENT LOBBYING
• Lobbying on sector issues and challenges
• Industrial strategy
• Submissions to government consultations
ENERGY
• Climate Change Levy rebates
• Energy services: measurement, Energy Saving
Opportunity Scheme (ESOS) audits,
energy efficiency workshops
MEMBER PROMOTION
• Enquiries
• Buyers’ guide
• CBM website
• Exhibitions
• Metal Matters magazine
TECHNICAL SUPPORT
• Expert knowledge about fastener, sheet metal/presswork,
cold rolling and forging techniques
HEALTH & SAFETY
• Regular health, safety & environment group meetings
• Accident statistics to reduce accidents
• Helpline for all your health & safety questions
• Occupational health services
TRAINING / SKILLS / ENGAGEMENT WITH SCHOOLS
• Tackling the skills agenda
• Industry specific courses
• Raise awareness of career potential within our industry
• Metalforming Training Centre

KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER
• Monthly Market reports
• Project opportunities
• Regular networking opportunities
• Briefings and Seminars
• Metal Matters magazine
• CBM website
INSURANCE SERVICES
• Cost effective insurance solutions for its members
OTHER BENEFITS
• Members’ buying group
• R&D tax claims
• Business support helpline for all your employment
and HR questions
• International links
• National Metalforming Centre Conference Venue –
Discounted rates for CBM members
• British Standards Institution
CBM MEMBERSHIP
• Full Membership is available to companies who
manufacture in the UK, by metalforming processes,
particularly those who are engaged in hot and cold
forging, and the shaping, cutting and forming of sheet
metal.
• Associate membership is available to companies and
organisations who supply services to the manufacturers.

CONTACT CBM NOW ON 0121 601 6350

t: 0121 601 6350 • e: info@thecbm.co.uk • www.thecbm.co.uk
Confederation of British Metalforming • National Metalforming Centre • 47 Birmingham Road • West Bromwich • West Midlands B70 6PY

www.thecbm.co.uk
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ENERGY

SECR: THE ESSENTIALS
By Vilnis Vesma

“Streamlined energy and carbon reporting” (SECR)
is the term commonly used to describe the regime
introduced with the Companies (Directors’ Report) and
Limited Liability Partnerships (Energy and Carbon Report)
Regulations 2018, Statutory Instrument 1155. This is not
a self-contained set of regulations like ESOS; instead it
consists of nothing but dozens of amendments to existing
company reporting law. In short, undertakings covered
by SECR simply need to collate annual total energy and
emissions data and give them to their company secretary
or accountant for inclusion in the annual report that they
already have to prepare. Alternatively CBM can provide
this reporting service on your behalf.

A

s this is an extension of financial reporting, compliance
will be policed by the Financial Reporting Council,
and not, as one might have thought, by the Environment
Agency. The good news is that in terms of accuracy
and completeness, your SECR reports need only be
free of material misstatements, and according to the
Government’s published guidance it is fine for a company
to omit 2-5% of its energy or emissions if it considers them
not to be material in the grand scheme of things.

- WHO IS AFFECTED?
SECR applies to all quoted companies, and to unquoted
companies and limited liability partnerships (LLP) which meet
two of the following three criteria:
a) At least 250 employees;
b) £36 million annual turnover or more
c) Balance sheet of £18 million or more
This is not quite the same as the ESOS regulations, in which
an undertaking would be obliged to participate if it met criterion
(a) alone.
Undertakings which consumed less than 40,000 kWh in the
year being reported do not have to report their actual figures
but must still state that they fell below that threshold.
Group reports should include the figures for all subsidiaries
apart from those that would be exempt. Under these
circumstances a subsidiary need not report its own figures
although, of course, it will still need to collate the data for
group use.
- WHAT MUST BE REPORTED?
The requirement covers energy use and greenhouse gas
emissions arising from all use of electricity, gas, and transport
fuels. Incidentally the definition of “gas” is not limited to
natural gas, but refers to any gaseous fuel so it even includes
hydrogen. The inclusion of electricity means that SECR differs
from emissions reporting. Somewhat bizarrely liquid and solid
fuels do not have to be accounted for, unlike in CRC (which
SECR supposedly replaces) ESOS and EUETS. Bought-in heat,
steam and cooling are included but not compressed air.
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ENERGY

Quoted companies must report global figures, but LLPs and
unquoted companies only have to declare UK consumption and
emissions.
In the main, therefore, any undertaking that already keeps even
very basic monthly fuel and electricity consumption records
for its fixed assets will have no trouble collating the necessary
energy data. Transport fuel, of course, is a different issue. As
many an ESOS participant has found, transport fuel data are
disproportionately hard to collect relative to its importance
in the mix. Luckily, if you can reasonably assert that your
transport energy and emissions are not material to the overall
picture, you can just leave them out.
My advice would therefore be to look first at transport fuels,
decide whether they are material, and if so put resources into
capturing the data or estimating the figures.
SECR requires emissions to be reported as well as energy
consumptions. The necessary factors are published by the
government and undertakings would be well advised to set
up a methodical procedure for carrying out the calculations,
because they must include details of their methodology
alongside the data that they report.
Undertakings must report intensity metrics, of which an
example would be kWh per unit of saleable product output. The
idea is that stakeholders will be able to see, once a year, what
progress the company is making in energy efficiency. This is
actually a somewhat naïve and fanciful aim, given all the ways
that such simple ratios can be distorted by external factors
nothing to do with energy performance. Even more implausible
is the idea of making ‘benchmarking’ comparisons between
enterprises, but that is the government’s stated objective.
Companies are entitled not to report intensity metrics if, in
their opinion, it would be prejudicial to their interests to do so.
For example it might entail disclosing sensitive information
about their sales volume. One option is to quote a metric based
on financial turnover (which is already disclosed anyway). This
may not be meaningful, but then neither is anything else they
might report.
Finally, annual reports must now include descriptions of the
principal measures taken to improve energy efficiency during
the year in question, if there were any.
- WHAT IS THE COMPLIANCE DEADLINE?
Energy, emissions, intensity metrics and associated methodologies
must be stated in annual reports covering accounting years
starting in April 2019 or later. So the first wave will be reports for
the year ending March 2020 and the last will be those with years
ending in February 2021. This at least leaves plenty of time to get
data collection in order. Actual report submission deadlines fall six
months later for public companies (nine for private companies).
If you would like more information about CBM carrying out this
service for you please contact Geraldine Bolton on 0121 601 6350
or email geraldine.bolton@thecbm.co.uk
- RESOURCES
I have an information page at www.EnManReg.org/secr
with links to government emission factor
tables, an online discussion group, training
and other resources.
- ABOUT THE AUTHOR:
Vilnis Vesma (vilnis@vesma.com) is a former
energy manager and author of “Energy
management principles and practice”.

www.thecbm.co.uk
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TRAINING

APPRENTICESHIP REVIEW
Now’s the time to put your opinions forward to ensure we’re creating a pipeline of talent relevant to your business.

Your views needed to shape future
engineering and manufacturing
apprenticeships

T

he Institute for Apprenticeships and Technical
Education is the public body responsible for
developing and approving apprenticeship standards
and technical qualifications. They’re formally reviewing
routes into engineering and manufacturing, and have
launched a public consultation.

The Institute for Apprenticeships and Technical Education
is the public body responsible for developing and approving
apprenticeship standards and technical qualifications. They’re
formally reviewing routes into engineering and manufacturing,
and have launched a public consultation.
For this consultation, the IATE needs views from employers,
training providers and apprentices. They will then finalise an
occupational map for engineering and manufacturing, including
59 apprenticeships – our new Tool Process Design Engineer
standard among them.
Please contribute with your requirements and experiences here.
The deadline is 8 January 2020.
Your input will ensure our sector is understood and recognised as
the broader industry prepares for future demographic changes
and skills challenges.
If you have any questions, please contact Geraldine Bolton at
geraldine.bolton@thecbm.co.uk.

METALLURGY FOR
NON-METALLURGISTS
TUESDAY 10TH AND WEDNESDAY 11TH MARCH 2020

THE METALLURGY FOR NON-METALLURGISTS PROGRAMME IS A TWO DAY
COURSE DESIGNED FOR ANYONE WHO NEEDS TO KNOW MORE ABOUT
METALS AND PROCESSES USED IN THEIR COMPANY.
OUTLINE OF COURSE CONTENTS
• Metal properties
• Metals structure
• Ore smelting
• Metals making & casting
• Rolling and metal forming

•
•
•
•
•

Mechanical Testing and NDT
Hot & cold working shaping/forming
Heat treatment
Metal alloy classification
Corrosion

BUSINESS BENEFITS
The Metallurgy for Non-Metallurgists programme will enable participants to:
• communicate more effectively with technical colleagues
• be better informed and more efficient when dealing with customer enquiries
• avoid mistakes caused by lack of understanding
• understand the production, processing and testing of relevant metals and alloys
• appreciate the properties and applications of relevant industrial alloys
PROGRAMME CONTENT
Courses commence with delivery of core knowledge components and progress onto a series
of extended knowledge modules.
PROGRAMME DELIVERY
Courses take the form of participative workshops, led by an expert metallurgist
with extensive metals industry experience.
The content, length and structure of the course can vary according to individual company needs.
A folder of course materials is supplied and all attendees will receive a certificate after
completing the two day course.
COST
CBM members £325 + vat per person,
Non Members £445 + vat per person
Places are limited, so to avoid disappointment reserve your place(s) now contact:
Melinda Jean at the CBM on 0121 601 6350 or email: melinda.jean@thecbm.co.uk
NATIONAL METALFORMING CENTRE, WEST BROMWICH, WEST MIDLANDS B70 6PY

FOR EXPERTS IN METALFORMING
Image: © senivpetro
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TRAINING

APPRENTICESHIP LEVY PAYING EMPLOYERS
LOSE ACCESS TO £96,000,000 IN 2 MONTHS ARE YOU MISSING OUT?
The apprenticeship levy system was introduced in April 2017 to encourage employers to recruit new
apprentices and to up-skill existing employees. The levy is a compulsory payment for larger firms and
employers have a 2 year window to access the funds they have paid into their digital levy account. If these
funds are not accessed by the employer for approved apprenticeship training after a period of time the
funds are distributed elsewhere by the government.

R

ecent analysis reveals that in July and August
2019 £96,000,000 was not used by large firms who
had paid into their levy pot but had not accessed the
approved training.

The levy rules require businesses with a payroll of £3 million or
more to pay a contribution into their digital apprenticeship account
(levy pot) and have a rolling 24 month deadline to spend the funds
they have contributed. If the funds are not used after the 24 months
then the money is re cycled.
There are a number of reasons why larger employers are not
using the funds they have paid into their levy pot including not
being able to access relevant and specific approved Apprenticeship
programmes.
In the past CBM members have identified a lack of suitable relevant
training programmes for their specific business needs.
In response to this feedback and recognising the growing skill gap
and demographics of our sectors knowledge base we created the
Trailblazer group to develop a specific high level apprenticeship
that meets the needs of our members

The Tool process Design engineer is a level 6 degree Apprenticeship
specifically tailored for our companies strategic business
requirements.
We have the apprenticeship standard agreed and it can be viewed
on the Institute for Apprenticeships and Technical educations
website. The End point assessment is going forward for final
verification in September.
The programme is designed specifically for the sheet metal
forming sector and is very flexible allowing several access levels
depending on the previous experience and qualifications of the
employee. The article below provides more detail.
Please use your levy funds to support this initiative by developing
your existing workforce and employing a high level apprentice onto
the Tool Process Design Engineer Apprenticeship programme
Do not let your levy funds time out and be distributed elsewhere
when our sector has a growing strategic need to up skill our
engineers of the future.
For further information please contact Geraldine Bolton on
0121 601 6350 or email geraldine.bolton@thecbm.co.uk.

UTILISE YOUR APPRENTICESHIP LEVY THROUGH A

LEVEL 6 TOOL PROCESS DESIGN
ENGINEER APPRENTICESHIP

WOULD THIS PROGRAMME SUPPORT YOUR BUSINESS?

T

hrough the CBM, a trailblazer group are in the process of
creating a standard which would develop the Knowledge, Skills
and Behaviors of Tool Process Design Engineers across the sheet
metal process sector.
Through this degree level programme, apprentices will gain experience
of designing new tooling processes for high volume production, using
computer aided engineering technologies whilst following industry
best practice and principles.
The apprentice will gain experience through their off the job learning;
which will include a B Eng degree, work-based development and
projects as well as practical modules focused around tooling design,
simulation and feasibility testing delivered by Industry professionals.
Expected duration 48-72 months dependent on experience.

Tool process
design
is a vital role
within
our busines
s. We must e
nsure
that we emp
ower our em
p
loyees
with the tech
nical knowle
dge
and skills ne
eded; to pro
d
u
ce
the most app
ropriate solu
ti
o
n
for our custo
mers

www.thecbm.co.uk
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FORGING

CBM’S FORGING SECTOR WORKSHOP
CHECKS OUT THE REALITY OF
ROBOTIC HANDLING AT
SEPTEMBER MEETING
IN SHEFFIELD’S AMRC
The Forging sector held its first workshop of 2019, where members presented recent case studies and
experience of introducing automation in a forging environment and ancillary operations.
These included
Consider the possible further financial effects on the prosecuted
business:
• Robotic linishing and finishing of profile shapes to eliminate
repetitive manual labour and the associated risks of HAVS
(hand arm vibratory syndrome).
• Robotic pressing of components for the automotive industry
in a continuous operation that included press feeding,
automated spraying, multiple forging and trimming.
This was followed by an update on current energy legislation and
simple cost saving initiatives which were supported by member
company ESOS audits conducted by the CBM on behalf of members.
Members who were not able to attend the workshop can review the
presentations by visiting the CBM website.

The session concluded with an open discussion to consider topics
for future workshops to address common issues to benefit the
widest audience. The CBM actively encourage the engagement of
sector members to ensure that workshops to be planned throughout
2020 are both informative and deliver tangible benefits to members.
It is therefore intended to follow up on a recent questionnaire survey
with a series of member company visits to scope the key drivers
impacting on the industry today to enable a structured, co-ordinated
and proactive response. Member company visits will commence in
November 2019.
For a fuller report on the visit to AMRC, please see page 10.
For further information, and to ensure participation, members are
encouraged to contact the CBM to arrange a visit.

BROOKS FORGINGS OBTAIN
NEW CERTIFICATION WITH
LLOYD’S REGSITER LRQA
Brooks Forgings are proud to announce that they are now certified with the Lloyd’s Register for
ISO 9001:2015, ISO 14001:2015, OHSAS 18001:2007, National Highway Sector Scheme 3, EN 1090
and EN 15048.

L

loyd’s Register was the first certification body to gain
accreditation from the United Kingdom Accreditation
Service (UKAS). For this reason, we are confident that
we are working with an industry champion that has the
experience, expertise, and professionalism to carry out
our assessments.
Obtaining this extensive range of certification demonstrates that
our quality management system follows a robust and globally
recognised approach and we have an ongoing commitment to
improving environmental performance and management and
reducing accidents and occupational health issues through
a safer working environment.
If you would like to learn more please visit our website
www.brooksforgings.co.uk where all of our current certifications
are available to download.
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FORGING

CROSBY TO MARK 100 YEARS
OF PREMIER STAMPING
The Crosby Group, LLC, the global leader in lifting, rigging, and material handling hardware, celebrated a
century of metal forging at Crosby Premier Stampings Ltd. in the heart of the UK’s Black Country in October.

P

remier Stampings, a Crosby Group company, will
host Crosby distributors, end users and other
customers from all over the world at its Cradley Heath,
West Midlands, facility on October 3, 2019. Celebrations
will conclude at the nearby Black Country Living
Museum in Dudley, where dinner will follow a heritage
tour that will walk attendees through the story of one
of the first industrialised landscapes in Britain.

Jason Colwell, managing director of Crosby Europe, Middle East
and Africa (EMEA), said: “While the event celebrates 100 years
of forging in a region steeped in history, we are equally using the
occasion to mark a point in time from which to continue to shape
the future. There will be an inevitable nostalgia about the day, but
Crosby Premier Stampings will gather with its community to make
a statement about achieving many more years of success, backed
by ongoing investment, at the cutting edge of its trade.”
Today, the Premier Stampings facility spans 63,000 square feet and
employs 80 people, who play a role in forging and machining lifting
and rigging products that are shipped across the world. Significant
investment, particularly over the last 15 years, has seen Premier
Stampings become a complete, vertically integrated forging
business, boasting state-of-the-art heat treatment, machining
and testing products.
Anthony Thomas, general manager of Crosby Premier Stampings
and a 30-year veteran of the company, said: “We are the last
remaining volume-lifting component manufacturer in the UK.
We can finish components from 0.1 to 55kg in gross weight from
start to finish. We make products for operations where safety is a
primary consideration and our customers recognise that we are
offering a high quality, high value service from a region that has
forging in its DNA.”

Among those already committed to attend the event are customers
from Dubai, India, South Africa, mainland Europe and the UK, the
majority of which represent the Crosby supply chain. Thomas
confirmed that 90% of the company’s business relates to Crosby
lifting and rigging hardware products, with remaining capacity
filled by demand for engineered products for the local market.
He said: “We have UK-based distributors that have been with us for
40 years, since before we were part of the Crosby portfolio. Many
of them will take a tour of our facility and the museum for the first
time. It will be fascinating for them to note that actually forging
hasn’t really changed that much over the years; what has evolved
is the equipment and technology that we use. We have historical
references to forging lifting components as far back as the 1930s
at our original home in Masters Lane, Blackheath, for what was
then a local B2B customer base. The world has changed a great
deal since, but we’ve managed to thrive during many chapters of
history and are very excited about forging the future.”
Robert Desel, Crosby CEO, said: “I am looking forward to
celebrating the 100th year of Crosby Premier Stamping with our
team members, customers, and the local community. This plant,
the people that work here and the products it manufactures are
another example of Crosby’s commitment to safety, innovation,
and reliability supporting safe, effiective and efficient lifting at
job sites, plants and rigs around the world.”

Contact for editorial enquiries: Jason Colwell, managing
director, Crosby EMEA jason.colwell@thecrosbygroup.com

• Crosby Premier Stampings employs 80 people.

www.thecbm.co.uk
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FASTENER

CBM FASTENER AND FORGING SECTORS
VISIT THE FUTURE AT AMRC
The latest CBM Fastener Sector meeting was held in September at the Advanced Manufacturing Research
Centre, University of Sheffield and included a truly fascinating tour of the AMRC’s Factory 2050.

T

hirty-six members of the CBM Fastener and Forging
Sectors visited the Advanced Manufacturing Research
Centre, University of Sheffield. The two groups received
an informative introduction to the AMRC from Louise
Cowling, Head of Degree Apprenticeships, before taking
a guided tour of Factory 2050.
The AMRC launched its cutting-edge Factory 2050 advanced
manufacturing research facility in November 2015. The
revolutionary, glass-walled “reconfigurable factory” is at the
heart of the University of Sheffield’s new advanced manufacturing
campus on Sheffield Business Park. Factory 2050 is home to the
Integrated Manufacturing Group, which is exploring cutting edge
manufacturing and assembly technologies, advanced robotics,
flexible automation, next generation man-machine interfaces and
new programming and training tools.
Following a fascinating tour, CBM members returned to AMRC’s
Knowledge Transfer Centre for sector-specific presentations.
Fastener discussions centred on how to tackle the increasingly
worrying skills gap, especially for cold-heading and thread rolling
technicians and toolmakers. There was also extensive discussion
about the significance of forthcoming standards developments,
including potentially the key BS EN ISO 898-1 standard. There
was also discussion about how standards bodies should respond
to materials claimed by the Chinese
fastener industry to achieve Class 8.8
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and 10.9 mechanical properties without quench and tempering.
BSI fastener standards committee chairman, Dave Briggs,
explained the transformation in representation on the committee
over the last decade but highlighted the need for the UK to engage
far more actively in ISO and CEN fastener industry working
groups. Information on standards developments is shared with
CBM members via the fastener members area of thecbm.co.uk
CBM’s membership of the European Industrial Fastener
Institute, and the value of the reports generated particularly by
EIFI’s automotive and construction groups, was also discussed.
Important analysis of current market patterns and future trends
are regularly shared with CBM fastener sector members.
Fastener consultant, Phil Matten, explained how an online survey
had been developed to try to build a comprehensive picture of the
UK fastener industry and its activities. The confidential research
was aimed at providing aggregated and anonymous information
to strengthen CBM’s understanding of the sector and its needs,
informing it on how to more effectively represent the interests of
the industry.
The morning concluded with a light lunch and a well-utilised
opportunity for networking amongst members. CBM is very
grateful to the AMRC for arranging the visit and extending its
hospitality to our members.

www.thecbm.co.uk

FASTENER

CBM HELD ITS FIRST FASTENER
MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY & SERVICES
MINI-EXPO AT THE NATIONAL METALFORMING
CENTRE ON 16TH OCTOBER
A good day with the
The Mini-Expo featured eighteen exhibitors, all strongly focused on
providing technologies and services to the fastener and precision
part manufacturing sector.

T

he event opened to visitors at 10am and ran through until
4pm, with a one-hour break so everyone could network
over a relaxed light lunch. The consciously time-effective
and focused format won praise from the exhibitors, who
were able to set up and breakdown on the day.
For organiser and CBM fastener consultant, Phil Matten, the
event was a qualified success. “The National Metalforming
Centre proved an excellent venue for a really focused event and
we are really grateful for the enthusiastic commitment of the
exhibitors, who threw their energy into a new event, transforming
the Brookes Suite with their equipment and displays.”
“We welcomed fastener industry visitors from as far as Yorkshire
and Kent as well as from across the West Midlands, it would be
good to see more taking advantage of this unique networking
opportunity, as everyone who attended clearly found it really
worthwhile, so we’re sure the message will be out now that
the next CBM Fastener Mini-Expo is really not to be missed.”
CBM had three key objectives in staging the Mini-Expo.
Uniquely in the UK, it provided the opportunity to bring
together key members of the supply chain supporting UK
fastener manufacturing into a very focused event. That made
for excellent networking and, as one visitor commented,
created a real ‘family feel’. It was also very important to
CBM to find a distinctive way to deliver value to its associate
fastener members, a lot of whom have committed their
support over many years, others who have joined more
recently as the CBM Fastener Sector has demonstrated
how active it has become.

We found it
a very good
networking day

opportunity to network
with other exhibitors and
to meet potential new clients

The Mini-Expo provided a great stage to confirm that activity,
which over the last couple of years has also been reflected
in a series of well-attended sector meetings at fascinating
and informative venues: British Steel, Dudley College, WMG
University of Warwick, and most recently the Factory 2050 at the
Advanced Manufacturing Research Centre, Sheffield.
CBM is currently planning the venue
for its next Fastener Sector meeting
early in Spring 2020, so check
“Well d
one
thecbm.co.uk for news of that. You will
to all th
also find a special news page on the
e
website with more photographs of
CBM sta
ff!”
the Mini-Expo and details of all the
participating exhibitors.
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SHEET METAL

JOHN PARTON SMITH BULLOUGH SALES
MANAGER RETIRES AFTER ALMOST 50 YEARS
Smith Bullough are proud to announce that John Parton, Sales Manager, has retired after
serving more than 48 years in the bolt manufacturing industry.

H

e started working for John Bullough Ltd in Atherton
in May 1971 when Atherton was the Hot Forging
centre for bolt manufacturing in the UK.

John plans to spend time along with his wife Shirley looking after
their grandchildren. He also wants to play more golf and follow the
progress of Bolton football club.

A few stories relating to the trade were told at a presentation
ceremony with many of his colleagues from Smith Bullough present.
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DRIVING DOWN WEIGHT IN
AUTOMOTIVE APPLICATIONS
John Sellors, director of applications engineering, Impression Technologies Ltd discusses how
a groundbreaking technology, Hot Form Quench (HFQ), is helping to reduce component weight
while delivering other associated advantages across a broad range of automotive applications.

T

he growing pressure on automotive OEMs to
manufacture vehicles producing fewer harmful
emissions continues to drive component lightweighting,
while for electric vehicles, mass reduction is key to
maximising range.

Steel was, for many years, the most common material for many
component areas because of its inherent strength. However,
aluminium is now becoming the norm for more and more vehicle
body and chassis applications, thanks to its lightweighting
capability.
However, the drive for lightweighting does not begin and end
there. The aim now is to reduce weight by forming higher
strength aluminium grades to enable down-gauging, and
reducing material used through more efficient design that
includes part integration. The need to reduce elastic recovery
- or ‘springback’ - is also paramount to ensure dimensional
control and repeatability of pressed assemblies, especially for
higher-strength, thinner-gauge parts.
This has shifted focus to the process. Aluminium sheet
components for the automotive sector are traditionally made
via press forming or roll forming. While generally reliable,
these processes limit component complexity, with deep-drawn
components prone to splitting (especially for higher strength
grades), hampering design freedom and geometric complexity.
The challenges associated with cold forming and other
traditional processes have driven investigation of other methods
of high-volume, complex aluminium automotive component
manufacture.
Prominent among these is the Hot Form Quench (HFQ) process.
Conceived at the University of Birmingham, and developed
at Imperial College London, it has been commercialised by
Impression Technologies Ltd and is now seeing exponentially
growing employment within automotive applications in both
niche vehicles, and high-volume products.
With HFQ, standard grade heat-treatable aluminium sheet is
heated to the solutionising temperature of around 500°C. After
solutionising, the blank is transferred to a press and formed at
high speed while still hot. At the bottom of the press stroke,
the pressing is rapidly ‘quenched’ or cooled in the tool. After
quenching, the pressing is fast-aged to achieve full strength.
The forming speed and blank temperature are central to
the process’s success, ensuring optimal exploitation of the
enhanced material ductility, to enable exceptionally complex
geometries, while achieving high strength.
HFQ’s advantages are numerous. The process enables
elongation levels exceeding 100% at elevated temperature. This
allows the manufacture of deep-drawn pressings – impossible
via conventional cold forming. Furthermore, springback is

virtually eliminated, eliminating any requirement for springback
compensation in part or tool design.
Indeed, component complexity across the board can be far
greater. HFQ enables formation of more complex panels, using
a single draw tool, with higher part integration. Reducing part
count significantly lowers press and assembly tool investment
and associated maintenance costs, with fewer assembly
operations and a lower material and investment bill.
Improved part integration, and gauge reduction for structures
where strength is key, means HFQ components are more than
20% lighter than pressings manufactured using conventionally
formed aluminium.
Applications where HFQ designs deliver these advantages
include A- and B-pillars, front headers, dash panels, sills,
battery enclosures, door inners, door intrusion and bumper
beams, chassis applications and seat structures. The number of
applications is continuing to rise, driven by the multiple benefits
the process allows.
One early application has seen HFQ used for the manufacture
of panels for the aluminium bonded architecture of the Aston
Martin DB11. This was the first ever production car to adopt
HFQ technology for high-strength A-pillar pressings. The key
challenge here was the tight radii required to minimise the
width of the A-pillar and so maximise occupant vision, but even
with this challenge, the component was able to be formed in
a single HFQ draw operation. The pressing even included the
front header connection, which is usually pressed separately,
clearly demonstrating the ability of HFQ technology to maximise
part integration and so reduce part count and weight. Project
applications such as these are becoming increasingly common as
vehicle OEMs and designers understand the unique capabilities
of HFQ in delivering lightweighting and overall performance.
For further information visit: www.hfqtechnology.com.

www.thecbm.co.uk
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CBM DELIGHTED
TO TAKE ON
ICOSPA PRESIDENCY
The International Council of Sheetmetal Presswork
Associations is the prime platform for the crossnational exchange of the sheet metal engineering
industry. This year the CBM is privileged to have taken
on the ICOSPA Presidency three-year period.

I

n its new role, the CBM recently hosted its first President Council
meeting, here in the United Kingdom. It proved a delightful
networking and social event, resulting in an excellent exchange
of information. Much of this will shortly be available via the
members’ area of the ICOSPA website, www.icospa.com and includes
valuable information such as country reports and statistical data.
Over the past fifty years ICOPSA member associations have represented
the voices of more than 12,300 companies across six nations throughout
the world. Employing a total of more than 600,000 people, the majority of
ICOSPA member companies are small and medium-sized enterprises. In 2020 CBM is looking forward to hosting the ICOSPA
These companies supply assemblies, subassemblies and parts to the global International Congress, the premier event for the
sheet metal and presswork community around the
automotive, machinery, electrical and electronic industries.
world, at the ICC in Birmingham. This is the largest
The current member associations from around the world are:
event in the ICOSPA calendar, held every three
years, attracting over 300 delegates from more
• FIMMEF (France)
than ten countries. The primary focus of the ICOSPA
• IBU (Germany)
International Congress is to establish a greater
• CBM (United Kingdom)
understanding of business issues and practices,
• JMSA (Japan)
technology development, safety and management
practices affecting the metalforming industry.
• CCMI (People’s Republic of China)
• PMA (United States of America)

Be sure to reserve 1-4 November 2020 in your diary
ICOSPA’s vision is to actively promote the international sheet metal and look out for further programme information and
engineering industry in order for its member companies to flourish and sponsorship opportunities.
provide growth and employment, both today and in the long term. Part of
fulfilling that vision is the provision of a network that facilitates information
exchange amongst the national associations and supports the development
of services which are useful to their member companies.
ICOSPA provides regular information about international sheet metal
engineering and national market developments. It also supports enterprises
by matching them with talented staff and students through an international
internship/exchange program.
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NEW MEMEBERS

DÖRKEN MKS:
THE CORROSION EXPERTS
Over 125 years ago, Dr. Carl Dörken and Ewald Dörken founded their own company as pioneers
for coatings and rust protection paints. This led to the creation of Dörken Dörken MikroschichtKorrosionsschutz-Systeme in 1980.

T

oday Dörken MKS is known worldwide - and is
above all successful. With innovative technologies
in the field of zinc flake coatings, electroplating,
e-coating and special solutions for coil coating,
Dörken MKS offers high-performance corrosion
protection in combination with other functionalities.
As a global player, Dörken MKS works on the corrosion
protection and coating technologies of the future,
focusing in particular on environmentally compatible
solutions, from the chemicals used to the process at
the customer’s premises.

With a clear commitment to research and development, a broad
network of research institutions, raw material partners and
innovative pilot customers, Dörken MKS is setting standards in
the development of coating concepts for the future.
www.doerken-mks.de

Whether it is automotive or renewable energies, railway or
construction industry: the effective coating solutions are used
in a wide variety of industries - and always meet the highest
quality standards.

WELCOME TO WILDE ANALYSIS
Wilde Analysis joined the CBM as an associate in October, and immediately began participating
in our activities by exhibiting at the CBM Fastener Mini-Expo, where business unit manager for
process modelling, James Farrar, was quickly able to meet other CBM members and visitors.

W

ilde is an independent full-service provider
of market leading manufacturing process
simulations, comprising engineering software, multidisciplined constancy and training. Wilde provides an
integrated design and manufacturing solution through
proven structural analysis and process modelling
capabilities. Using DEFORM software, Wilde Analysis
help companies to simulate metal forming and heat
treatment solutions.

To learn more about what Wilde Analysis is able to offer visit
wildeanalysis.co.uk

www.thecbm.co.uk
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CBM DINNER

METALFORMING EXCELLENCE RECOGNISED
AT THE CBM ANNUAL DINNER & AWARDS
WH Tildesley, Stadco and Somers Forge announced as winners
On 27th September, CBM members from across sheet metal, forging, press work, fasteners, cold rolling
met at the Radisson Blu in Derby for the 2019 Annual Dinner & Awards.
Here’s a taste of what happened – keep an eye out for information on next year’s date so you don’t miss out.

A NIGHT OF CELEBRATION WITH
THE CBM METALFORMING AWARDS
This was the inaugural year of the CBM Metalforming Awards –
a new way for members to promote their accomplishments and
talent. There were 3 categories, with the winners announced at
the dinner.

- EMERGING ENGINEER OF THE YEAR
Congratulations to both finalists – Ashley Wainwright from
In-comm Training and Business Services and Steven Hill from
WH Tildesley.
Ashley and Steven showed clear passion for ‘being an engineer’
– not just having a job in engineering. They’re brilliant
ambassadors for their firms and the wider industry.
Steven was announced as the winner, with the judges
recognising his initiative in contributing to the company and
getting involved in engineering more broadly. During his 9
years at WH Tildesley, he’s had varied technical roles while
also gaining operational experience. At the same time, he’s
excelled in his degree course at Wolverhampton University and
taken on roles with the University of Sheffield and WMG.
Thanks to accountancy firm Crowe UK for sponsoring and
judging this category
• Left: Emerging Engineer
winner Steven Hill and
Mark Evans, Crowe UK

- HSE INITIATIVE OF THE YEAR
The shortlist reflected incredible achievements in HSE.
APS Metal Pressings was recognised for an initiative aligning
professional development with continuous improvement. The
judges were impressed that this family-run business holds
ISO 14001 and IATF certifications and is working towards ISO
45001. APS displayed excellent examples of best practice,
holding health and safety days in-house and with suppliers, as
well as engaging with the wider industry through the CBM.
Cirteq’s project highlighted the importance of driving
continuous improvement, and the judges commended them
for not only identifying issues on site but also recognising the
harmful effects of leaving them unresolved. The judges were
also impressed with APS’ ISO 14001 and IATF certifications and
their efforts towards ISO 45001.
Stadco was crowned the winner for its innovative way of
engaging staff (particularly the younger generation) with safe
working principles. Their initiative had a clear implementation
and measurement framework, and Stadco demonstrated
positive and wide-reaching results for all staff. It can be
challenging to make site regulations memorable for new
starters, and Stadco showed a great way of tackling this issue.
Total UK sponsored and judged this category – many thanks
for their involvement.

- COMPANY OF THE YEAR
The finalists were In-comm Training and Business Services,
Total UK and Somers Forge. They all demonstrated a longterm commitment to innovation, skills development and new
products and services.
• Below, left to right:Company of the year winners,
Agata Chec and Victoria Allen representing
Somers Forge with Rachel Eade MBE

• Right: Steve Morley,
CBM President with
Paula Taylor representing
Stadco and Pantelis Zoupas
from Total UK
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Total UK developed and launched an environmentally-friendly
product that increases tool life and reduces operating costs.
It’s a transformational innovation in the metals fluids sector,
boosting productivity and efficiency.
In-comm Training and Business Services were recognised
for bridging skills and competency gaps in metalforming.
They’ve been active in developing and delivering trailblazer
apprenticeships and upskilling opportunities, and have
achieved a 40% uplift in new engineering apprentices against a
national decline of apprentice starts.
Somers Forge achieved a 41% increase in export sales following
a major marketing initiative. £2 million of new equipment has
enabled them to launch new products and services while
reducing energy consumption and carbon emissions. They’ve
also worked with local schools to promote STEM, which has
helped increase apprenticeship enquires.
Somers Forge was announced as the winner. The judges said
choosing one winner was a challenge – and there was much
robust debate.
The award was sponsored by FBC Manby Bowdler Solicitors,
and we’re grateful for their support.

• Left: Jack Woodward,
former Aston Villa
commentator
• Below: Professor Carl Chinn
MBE, keynote speaker

COMEDY, INTRIGUE AND
A BIT OF LOCAL HISTORY
Jack Woodward, the former Aston Villa commentator,
compered the evening and kept proceedings fun and lively.
We also welcomed Professor Carl Chinn MBE as the keynote
speaker. You’ve probably heard him on the radio and read
his work in the papers – he’s one of the Midlands’ most
famous local historians and is a well-known manufacturing
champion. He entertained us with anecdotes about the real
Peaky Blinders, giving us the true story of Billy Kimber and the
Birmingham Gang in the 1920s. From what he says, the BBC
series doesn’t half capture the drama of the Racecourse Wars!

THE NIGHT ENDED WITH
A PACKED DANCE FLOOR
Singer Lee Osborne and Band Mother Popcorn entertained us
with rock and pop music from the 1960s to the present day,
creating a fun atmosphere that had everyone dancing.

• Above: Everyone
dancing to music by
Mother Popcorn
• Right: Singer
Lee Osborne

Thank you to everyone who attended and
contributed to a wonderful evening.

See you for more fun next year!
• Right: dinner and speaches
• Below: drinks reception

www.thecbm.co.uk
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BUSINESS SUPPORT

BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND – MEMBERS’
BUYING GROUP SET FOR DECEMBER LAUNCH
For some time, members have asked us about re-starting the CBM buying group to leverage our
collective purchasing power. We’ve been working behind the scenes to make this happen, and the new
scheme will be officially launching soon.

M

embers previously made significant savings
across key areas – 45% on industrial gases, 25%
on PPE, 20% on mobile phones (to give a couple of
examples). One company even told us they’d saved
almost 20x their CBM membership!
The new buying group will cover even more categories
than before. We’re currently speaking to suppliers across
energy, workwear, PPE, packaging, telecoms, print,
stationery, marketing, cleaning, furniture, UK freight and
international logistics.
We’ll send you more information when it officially launches,
so keep an eye out. It’s a great way to get even more value
out of the CBM.
CONFEDERATION
OF BRITISH
METALFORMING

MEMBERS BUYING GROUP

Image supplied by
prostooleh ©
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SPECIAL 10% DISCOUNT FOR CBM MEMBERS ON MEETING ROOM HIRE
THIS
R’S
WINTE FFER:
AL O p
SPECI
yu

One of the benefits you get as a CBM member is access to
discounts on helpful products and services.
The latest member offer is a 10% discount on meeting and conference
space at NMC Venue in West Bromwich, which is also home to the CBM
headquarters.

onl
Room ople e
to 10 p

0

£150.0

NMC Venue offers you an easy, flexible and affordable way to hold
productive meetings:
• Convenient West Midlands
location just 200 yards from
Junction 1 of the M5
• Free and secure parking
• Spaces that work well for
quick meetings through to
100+ person conferences
• Free Wi-Fi for all attendees

• Out-of-hours availability –
so you can hold meetings
early in the morning,
into the evening and
at weekends
• Catering from renowned
providers, with a range of
options to meet your needs

• Free unlimited tea & coffee
The next time you’re planninga meeting, training session or seminar,
take the pressure off your own office space and give attendees
something special with our discount room hire.
To learn more and enquire about dates, call Marie Williams on
0121 601 6350 or email reception@nmcvenue.com.
Just mention you’re a member of the CBM to claim your discount.

EXHIBITIONS
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•

SEMINARS

•
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•

TRAINING

•

TUTORIALS
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APPRENTICESHIPS

APPRENTICES GET A FLYING START
AT METTIS
Our talented people are at the heart of our success
at Mettis. That’s why we invest over £300,000 a
year developing our team and, in addition, are
proud to take on new apprentices every year.

T

hrough our range of programmes, which we have
been providing for over 25 years, apprentices can
expect to be part of a dynamic team that places huge
value on their contributions. Joining us this year are
Alex Birch, Andrew Nevitt and Marshall Grey who are
training to become either plant engineers or forge masters.

After studying full-time, all three said they are keen to get
hands-on experience in engineering, valuing the opportunity
to start earning while developing new skills. They begin with
a number of intensive weeks at college to get them ready for
their new roles and then each will follow a programme that is
tailored to their ambitions.
Over the course of the next few years, they will have
opportunities to work in many of our facilities across our
28-acre site, gaining diverse experience and skills.
At the end of their programmes, our apprentices will be
awarded a minimum level two and maximum level three
qualification in their chosen fields. Many graduates have gone
on to study further as part of their career development at
Mettis, gaining national certificates and degrees.
Jeremy Cieslik, Mettis’ Chief Operating Officer, said: “As
a former apprentice myself, I know first hand the value
apprenticeships offer as well as the benefits of the diverse
experiences they provide. I believe apprenticeships are a vital
way to grow the next generation of leaders and that’s why we
invest in ambitious, young people and help them maximise
their potential.”
Once fully qualified, opportunities for development don’t
end there. We invest in over
300 employee training days
per month and offer several
leadership programmes.
We’re proud that Mettis is a
place where ambitious and
talented people can thrive.

www.thecbm.co.uk
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NEWS

CROWE’S AND CBM’S SURVEY GIVES
MANUFACTURERS OPPORTUNITY TO
HAVE THEIR SAY
Manufacturers across the UK are being asked to take part in a major new survey organised by national audit, tax,
advisory and risk firm Crowe.

C

rowe is running the 2019 Manufacturing survey
in association with the Confederation of British
Metalforming (CBM) to research the emerging trends
shaping manufacturing, and to explore the opportunities
and challenges the sector faces.

Participants who complete the survey will be entered into a
prize draw to win a mini 3D printer.
Johnathan Dudley, Head of Manufacturing at Crowe, said:
“This survey will gauge the opinions of those who work in
the industry on key issues such as Brexit, Industry 4.0 and
other key concerns facing businesses.
“We are really looking forward to receiving the thoughts
of those in the manufacturing sector and sharing the results
in our inaugural report.”
Geraldine Bolton, Chief Executive at CBM, added: “This is a
great chance for those working in UK manufacturing to give
us their opinions on the trends that are shaping the industry.
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“Crowe and CBM really value the views of those at the
coal face, as this gives us a true picture of what is shaping
manufacturing and what the sector itself believes to be
the opportunities and challenges for the future.”
The Manufacturing 2019 survey, which takes only five
minutes to complete, is available here at this website:
www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/PHLXWZT  
The closing date is mid-December and the resulting trends
from the survey will be discussed at a free breakfast
event at CBM’s offices in West Bromwich on Wednesday
5 February 2020.
All manufacturers who took part in the survey will be invited
along to this event, which will also see the winner of the mini
3D printer revealed.

www.thecbm.co.uk

EMPLOYMENT LAW

IMPORTANT MEMBER NEWS: THE KEY CHANGES
PROMISED BY THE GOOD WORK PLAN
Several reforms under the Good Work Plan are due to come into effect in April 2020 which will bring new
obligations for employers. Since the initial Plan was published, further changes have also been proposed.

C

roner, our trusted employment law partner, provide
a rundown of the changes that will most affect your
practices.

- EMPLOYMENT STATUS

For further guidance on the Good Work Plan, or wider
HR support, call our dedicated member support line on
0844 561 8133.

The Government has confirmed that the current employment
status structure will be reviewed, meaning that the tests used
to determine who is an employee, worker or self-employed
will be adjusted. The results of this are likely to be that many
self-employed individuals will be re-classified as workers.

- WRITTEN CONTRACTS OF EMPLOYMENT

- EXTRA RIGHTS FOR UNSTABLE HOURS WORKERS

The plan introduces several changes to the right to receive a
written statement of main terms (SMT) with effect from 6th April
2020. This document includes all the employee’s key terms of
employment including pay and annual leave entitlement and
employers currently have two months to provide it to a new
employee. This grace period will be removed meaning the
SMT will have to be given to the employee no later than the
commencement of employment.
In addition, more details will have to be included in the SMT,
as follows:
• duration of and conditions attached to
the probationary period
• all paid leave entitlements
• all benefits the employee receives
• an employee’s training entitlement
• the days of the week the employee is required to work
on and whether normal working hours are variable or
not. If they are variable, information must be included
on how they vary or what determines the variation.
Significantly, employers will have to provide an SMT to their
‘workers’, as well as their employees. Currently, only employees
are entitled to receive this document, but workers including
zero hours workers and casual workers will also be brought
within scope.

Another key change is the introduction of the right workers
who do not have stable and predictable hours is to switch to a
more stable contract which reflects the normal hours worked.
Employers would be required to justify any refusal to switch
according to legislative conditions. Other proposals include a
right to reasonable notice of shifts to be worked, and a right to
compensation for cancelled shifts.

- HOLIDAY PAY
The mandatory reference period for calculating holiday pay
will increase under the plan. From 6th April 2020, employers
will have to use a reference period of 52 weeks, instead of the
current 12 weeks, when calculating holiday pay for staff whose
pay varies, including the zero hours workforce. This calculation
method will result in a payment which balances out any peaks
and troughs of working hours throughout the year.

- AGENCY WORKERS
‘Swedish derogation model’ contracts for agency workers
will be banned from 6th April 2020. These contracts currently
offer a legal loophole to avoid the requirement to pay agency
workers the same basic pay as direct recruits at the hirer
organisation after 12 weeks on assignment. Those who are
currently engaged on these contracts will be entitled to a
statement to explain the effect of the ban on their pay. As a
separate measure, all agency workers will be entitled to a key
facts sheet explaining details on their pay etc.

- MORE RIGHTS FOR THOSE FACED WITH REDUNDANCY
Pregnant women, and those within 6 months of a return from
family leave, will be given the same protection as women
on maternity leave when faced with redundancy. Women on
maternity leave must be offered an alternative role in favour
of other employees. This will extend the length of current
protection for women having a baby, and will also bring fathers,
mother’s partners and adopters within scope.

- PROPOSALS TO SUPPORT FAMILIES
A new right to neo-natal leave may be introduced for parents
whose new born baby needs to stay in hospital to receive care.
This measure would see maternity and paternity leave extended
by a week for each week the baby is in hospital over 2 weeks,
and up to a pre-determined maximum. Large employers may
be forced to publically publish their family leave and flexible
working policies. In addition, all employer may be put under a
duty to consider whether a job can be done flexibly and make it
clear when advertising for the role.

- SUPPORT AND GUIDANCE
The Good Work Plan has been dubbed as ‘the biggest overhaul
in employment law for 20 years’. With so many significant
changes approaching, it’s clear to see why.
We are urging members to start preparing for these changes
now to ensure compliance and reduce risk. Croner’s member
support helpline can help you to navigate these imminent
developments and will provide pragmatic advice tailored to
your organisation.

As a CBM member you will have free access
to this helpline call 0844 561 8133
to speak with an advisor today.

www.thecbm.co.uk
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HEALTH & SAFETY

HEARING PROTECTOR OVERPROTECTION –
BEWARE OF THE DANGERS OF THIS
By Satish Lakhiani, Noise and Vibration consultant, Essel Acoustics

Hearing protection that is overprotective could lead to fatal consequences

Y

ou have a situation where you believe employees
are exposed to high noise levels and without
carrying out a proper noise risk assessment (if you do
carry one out), to be extra cautious you go in overkill
mode and issue staff with hearing protectors that
provide a higher than necessary level of attenuation.
Job done, or so you reckon.
Beware of what lurks! It might surprise you to realise that you
may be overprotecting staff where the noise levels at the ear
are suppressed to such an extent that it results in an inability
to communicate between co-workers.
There is also the risk of warning signals (i.e. emergency
sirens, vehicular alarms and even speech) not being audible
enough which could compromise safety possibly endangering
life and limb. With overprotection comes a sense of isolation,
and workers are tempted to remove their hearing protection
or wear them incorrectly thus making them vulnerable to the
loud sounds which they were exposed to in the first place,
risking hearing damage. So back to square one!
The HSE recommends that, to avoid overprotection, the noise
level ‘underneath’ the hearing protection should not be less
than 70 dBA. An ideal choice of hearing protector is one that
reduces noise levels to between 70 dBA and 80 dBA at the ear.

- RECOGNISE OVERPROTECTION BY OBSERVATION
If you see that employees remove their earmuffs when
communicating with one another, or earplugs are not fully
inserted into their ears, then these are tell-tale signs that
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overprotection might be an issue. Should they complain
about difficulties in communication, then it is a sure sign of
overprotective hearing protection.
Furthermore, if there is suspicion that overprotection might be
an issue it could be worth carrying out an observation exercise
in an area where there are forklift/pallet truck movements,
or alarms (evacuation or vehicular types). Are staff aware
of the vehicles approaching and therefore move out of the
way in advance and in a natural manner, or with startled
movements at the last minute? Do they respond promptly
when the alarm activates?
When carrying out a competent noise risk assessment in your
work facility, part of the task should be to determine whether
existing hearing protection overprotects, or to ensure that
those proposed for use do not overprotect. Of course, if the
use of hearing protection can be altogether avoided by other
methods of noise control then that is the best outcome.
The important point to note is that the hearing protection
selected shall not only be effective for prevention of noise
induced hearing loss, but to also help avoid accidents
by allowing good communication between employees and
providing situational awareness.
Damage from overexposure to noise is generally cumulative
with time, however an accident due to overprotection is instant
and has the potential to result in tragic outcomes.
Contact: 07710 356663
www.esselacoustics.com
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ACEA BASELINES PROGRESS TOWARDS
ZERO-EMISSION MOBILITY
The European Automobile Manufacturers Association (ACEA) recently published its report on “Making
the Transition to Zero-Emission Mobility”. For anyone involved in the automotive supply chain this is a
factual, data-driven picture, well worth reading. We’ve picked out a few key points to whet your appetite.

I

n April the EU set fresh reduction targets for tailpipe
CO2 emissions from newly-registered passenger
cars of -15% by 2025 and -37.5% by 2030. Set in this
context, the ACEA report considers the market uptake
of alternatively-powered cars, CO2 emissions of new
cars, affordability of electrically-chargeable vehicles
(ECVs), and charging infrastructure availability.
The ACEA says the present market penetration of electric
and other alternatively powered vehicles remains “low and
fragmented”. The report finds that in only four EU countries,
at the end of 2018, was the market share of ECVs greater
than 2.5%. In half of EU states, the market share was less
than 1%. The United Kingdom ranked second to Germany in
ECV registrations, with nearly 60,000 units. That represented
a 2.5% share of new car sales, significantly lower than the
top adopters by share: Sweden at 8.0% and Norway at 6.7%.
Slovakia footed the table with 293 units sold, 0.3% share of
total sales. During the year, 81,323 Hybrid Electric Vehicles
were registered in the UK, ranking fourth in numeric terms to
Germany, France and Italy, and representing a 4.0% share of
new car sales.
In 2018, 56.7% of new cars sold in the EU were petrol powered.
The share of diesels fell to 35.9% from 44% in 2017. By the
second quarter 2019, that trend was further pronounced with
petrol share at 59.5% and diesel 31.3%. Latest data (for 2017)
shows that of all cars on the road, 0.2% were ECVs, 0.6% hybrid
electric. Having declined for ten consecutive years, average
CO2 emissions of new cars supplied in the EU increased in
both 2017 (+0.3%) and 2018 (+1.8%) – reflecting the trend from
diesel to petrol engines, with the latter emitting higher levels
of CO2 than their diesel equivalents.

- MARKET SHARES OF FUEL TYPES IN THE EU28
(FULL-YEAR 2018)

The ACEA found a direct correlation between a country’s
GDP per capita and the uptake of ECVs - with 80% of sales
concentrated in six countries. It also found that purchase
incentives for ECVs differ greatly between countries, with only
twelve actively incentivising conversion to AFVs.
At the end of 2018 there were 144,000 charging points across
the EU. While three times more than in 2014, some 76%
are located in just four countries, covering little more than
a quarter of the EU’s total surface area. According to the
ACEA the UK ranked fourth, after the Netherlands, Germany
and France, with 19,076 points. The scale of the challenge –
and opportunity – is illustrated by conservative estimates from
the European Commission that reckon at least 2.8 million
charging points will be required by 2030 – a 20-fold increase
in twelve years.

- DISTRIBUTION OF ECV CHARGING POINTS
ACROSS THE EU

Source: ACEA: https://www.acea.be/publications/article/making-the-transition-to-zeroemission-mobility-2019-progress-report

The full report may be downloaded from:
https://www.acea.be/publications/article/making-thetransition-to-zero-emission-mobility-2019-progress-report
The CBM is grateful for the ACEA’s permission to reproduce
selected graphics.

Source: ACEA: https://www.acea.be/publications/article/making-the-transition-to-zeroemission-mobility-2019-progress-report
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FOLIA FROM TOTAL SUPPORTS
METALWORKING BUSINESSES
WITH HSE COMPLIANCE
Total Lubricants is urging metalworking businesses to ensure they have the correct procedures in place
for controlling exposure to the mist and fumes created in metalworking processes in order to comply with
regulatory requirements.

S

ince February 2019, the UK Health & Safety Executive (HSE)
has strengthened its enforcement expectations and stepped
up its inspection program following new scientific evidence
that exposure to all welding fume, including mild steel welding
fume, can cause lung cancer, as well as limited evidence linking
it to kidney cancer.

This builds on an inspection program the HSE introduced in 2017
which targeted manufacturing businesses where metal fabrication
takes place in order to assess the methods of control of exposure
to metalworking fluids.
The HSE identified a potential risk of serious respiratory diseases
such as COPD (chronic obstructive pulmonary disease), cancer and
asthma, to those exposed to metalworking fluids, as well as the
substances being hazardous to the skin and eyes.
Enforceable by law under The Control of Substances Hazardous to
Health Regulations (COSHH) 2002, business owners have a duty
of care to ensure the risks from exposure to the mist and fumes
produced from oil and metalworking fluids in various applications
is properly managed.
Businesses must evaluate the protection they currently offer
any employees involved in welding activities to ensure they are
compliant with the updated HSE expectations.
The HSE states businesses should ensure effective engineering
controls are provided and correctly used to control fume arising
from welding activities. Where engineering controls are not
adequate to control all fume exposure, suitable respiratory
protective equipment (RPE) is also required to control the risk from
residual fume.
There are many variations of metalworking fluid available in the
market to suit a raft of different manufacturing applications and
processes and they are usually either neat or soluble.
Total Lubricants introduced FOLIA to the UK market in 2019. Based
on renewable raw materials in the form of a biopolymer, and free
from oils and solvents of any kind, FOLIA offers extraordinary
performance and versatility coupled with industry-leading health,
safety and environmental benefits.
It contains fewer hazardous components than conventional metalworking fluids, and is formaldehyde and boron free, odour free,
creates no fumes due to its high cooling power and does not cause
dermatitis. As testament to FOLIA’s health benefits, its packaging
carries no health hazard labels.
Peter Allen, metalworking technical sales manager at Total
Industrial Lubricants, said:
“There are two issues here which the HSE is taking very seriously.
The first is the health effects of exposure to the mist created by
metalworking fluids during manufacturing processes and the
second is workers’ exposure to welding fumes.
“Although FOLIA is not directly used in the welding process, if
the metal parts have been cut/processed with a conventional
metalworking fluid prior to welding, then the fumes emitted during
welding can be hazardous. Using FOLIA for all metalworking
applications prior to welding can therefore help to eradicate the
problem.
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“We are finding that larger businesses are better prepared to meet
HSE expectations than some smaller organisations which, for
example, may not have a dedicated health and safety manager.
“Because it produces no fumes, FOLIA goes above and beyond
the required health and safety standards helping to mitigate
some of the HSE challenges that fall under the responsibility of
the manufacturer in terms of their obligation to manage workers’
exposure to harmful substances.”
FOLIA is a multi-purpose metalworking fluid suitable for a range of
applications including turning, broaching, tapping, drilling, sawing
and grinding, across sectors including automotive, aerospace,
fasteners, pharmaceutical and precision parts.
Total is committed to health and safety and can provide technical
support on best practice procedures and training to help ensure
customers are operating safely, compliantly and in line with
industry regulations.
For further information, visit: www.total.co.uk.
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TAX INCENTIVES FOR INVESTMENT
IN AUTOMATION AND ROBOTICS
By Stuart Weekes, Corporate Tax Partner at Crowe

The UK is lagging behind the rest of the world. Having led the First Industrial Revolution, the UK is at serious
threat of falling behind other countries. This conclusion and worrying state of affairs was presented by the
House of Commons Business, Energy & Industrial Strategy committee (BEIS) in its report on the Automation of
Work published on 9 September 2019.

W

hat has led BEIS to reach this conclusion? It is their

assessment of the reluctance of businesses and the
government to lead the way in the Fourth Revolution. There
has been a general fear in society that ‘robots will take over
our jobs’, but BEIS disagrees and concludes that the failure
to seize the initiative will result in other countries taking
advantage of new technologies, together with the resulting
growth and employment opportunities, leaving others in
their wake.
Their fear is that as a result productivity will fall, investment
will dry up and businesses, investment and people will migrate
to other countries that have grasped the nettle and invested in
the future.
Is this true? This case may be supported if there was evidence
elsewhere of businesses failing through lack of focus on
digitalisation and being overtaken by technology. The recent
sad events in the holiday and travel industry may be pertinent.
When a company fails it is usually due to a complex arrayof
issues, but reportedly Thomas Cook’s failure to keep up to
date with technology is likely to be one of the reasons that the
business sadly ceased.
As has been seen, the ripple effect of such an event is far
reaching. BEIS state that their clear message is that the future
of UK manufacturing depends on higher levels of productivity
and that it is robotics and automation that hold the key and
present the possibilities to enhance productivity, leading to
higher production and more jobs in the UK.
Whilst acknowledging that some of the barriers to automation
identified by UK businesses are real. BEIS does accept that
other barriers stated are simply about perception. They
recommend that the UK government does more to work with
those who are leading the way with automation, to share
information and present case studies of examples of success in
order to open the eyes of other more sceptic business owners
to the possibilities automation presents.
But this is a competitive world. Every business is seeking to
find its competitive edge. Margins are tight. Why would such
businesses who are more advanced in their thinking about
automation share their knowledge with other businesses?
If automation gives them a competitive edge, why tell the
competition about it?
Whilst this may be true of businesses in direct competition,
there are others in the supply chain. So if a business that is
advanced in automation shares knowledge with a supplier that
is less automated, that supplier may also improve its processes
resulting in improvements in delivery to its customers and
potentially a reduction of costs.
All other things being equal, sharing such knowledge can have
a positive ripple effect across the supply chain and be beneficial
to the industry.

In the recent past, there were worries that increased
automation will affect employment and that businesses that
use robots should pay an income tax charge – effectively
recognising that the employees whose ‘job the robot has
taken’ would otherwise be paying income tax on their salary.
BEIS argue that this step is not logical. Given thelow uptake
of automation and robotics, imposing an income tax would
reduce engagement with automation. BEIS argue further that
the government should introduce a tax incentive for investment
in automation and robotics. They recognise the value of the
existing system of claiming tax credits for investment in
research and development but believe that the government
should go further.
Tax incentives are a hot topic for countries in the international
community. The pressure is on to equalise and harmonise
taxes to ensure that international businesses do not make
strategic decisions for tax purposes.
This is deemed to be tax avoidance which is frowned upon
in many quarters. So what would this incentive constitute?
An opportunity for a business to make a decision to invest
in automation with the carrot of a tax incentive. Is this then
labelled ‘acceptable tax planning’? Where are the lines drawn?
So what does the future hold? Is it correct to say that automation
will remove jobs? Could we envisage a world where automation
delivers the more routine jobs enabling people to become more
skilled and perform the ‘added value’ tasks?
Above all BEIS is pleading for the British government, academia
and businesses to be in partnership to drive investment in
automation, to improve productivity, increase profitability,
attract more investment, increase employment and for Britain
to be a leading force in the future.
In many ways this is an attractive sell and perhaps the drive we
all need to see us into the uncertain world beyond Brexit.
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GESTAMP OUTPERFORMS THE AUTO PRODUCTION
MARKET IN A CHALLENGING ENVIRONMENT
Gestamp grows its revenues by 6.8% to €6,572m for the first nine months of 2019
• During Q3 Gestamp recorded revenues of €2,059m, an 8.7%
increase versus Q3 2018 and its EBITDA increased by 19.4% to
€234m

• Gestamp outperformed the market during the first nine months
across all regions, with Eastern Europe, North America and
Mercosur as the main growth contributors.

- MADRID, 31ST OCTOBER 2019
Gestamp, the multinational company specialized in the design, development and manufacture of highly engineered metal components
for the automotive industry, presented its results today for the first nine months of 2019 with revenues reaching €6,572m.
Gestamp outperformed the auto production market during 9M 2019 with a 6.8% growth rate in revenues (7.0% at constant FX) when
compared with 9M 2018. Gestamp reported an EBITDA of €755m during 9M 2019 implying a growth rate of 11.1% at constant FX.

9M KEY FINANCIAL FIGURES
Million
Euros

9M
2018

9M
2019

Change
(%)

Change at
constant FX (%)

Revenues

6,155

6,572

6.8%

7.0%

EBITDA

681

755

10.8%

11.1%

EBIT

366

338

-7.8%

Net profit

163

128

-21.5%

Note: IFRS 16 operating lease adjustment included as of 1st January 2019

- OUTPERFORMING THE MARKET ACROSS REGIONS
Q3 KEY FINANCIAL FIGURES
Million
Euros

Q3
2018

Q3
2019

Change
(%)

Change at
constant FX (%)

Revenues

1,894

2,059

8.7%

6.3%

EBITDA

196

234

19.4%

16.4%

EBIT

92

94

1.9%

Net profit

31

28

-10.0%

Note: IFRS 16 operating lease adjustment included as of 1st January 2019

During Q3 2019 Gestamp has started production in its new facility in Michigan (USA), which enhances Gestamp’s existing footprint and
is expected to support future growth.

- 2019 FINANCIAL OUTLOOK
Gestamp has updated its guidance for 2019. Revenue growth will be mid-single digit instead of high single digit. EBITDA will grow
compared with 2018, but not at a rate higher than revenue growth. Capex decreases from around 9.5% of revenues to around 9.0%
of revenues. Leverage moves from less than 2.2 times net debt/EBITDA ratio to around 2.4 times.
“In order to adapt to the current uncertain auto market environment, Gestamp has moderated its capital expenditures by being more
selective in the opportunities pursued. However, we expect to continue to outperform the market growth rate but with a focus on free
cash flow generation. The Company keeps focused on cost efficiencies, capex moderation, headcount reduction in certain geographies
and optimization of our operations,” Gestamp CEO, Francisco López Peña, explained.

- ABOUT GESTAMP
Gestamp is a multinational Group specialized in the design, development and manufacture of highly engineered metal components for
top vehicle manufacturers. It develops products with an innovative design to produce lighter and safer vehicles, which offer improved
energy consumption and a reduced environmental impact. Its products cover the areas of body-in-white, chassis and mechanisms
The company is present in 22 countries with more than 100 manufacturing plants and one under construction, 13 R&D centers and
a workforce of more than 43,000 employees worldwide. Its turnover was €8,548m in 2018. Gestamp is listed on the Spanish stock market
under the GEST ticker.

- FOR MORE INFORMATION:
Gonzalo Prieto, Gestamp Press Officer.
Email: gprieto@gestamp.com Telephone: + 34 619 406 058
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MEMBERSHIP DIRECTORY

LEGGETT & PLATT COMPONENTS EUROPE LTD (: 01226 707 500

FASTENERS
A.M.C. UK FASTENERS LTD
West Midlands NN17 5XZ

(: 01536 271 920
www.amcukfasteners.co.uk

ARCONIC FASTENING SYSTEMS AND RINGS,
REDDITCH OPERATIONS (LINREAD LTD)
Worcestershire B98 7TD

ARCONIC FASTENING SYSTEMS TELFORD
Shropshire TF3 3BQ

(: 01527 525 719
www.arconic.com
(: 01952 290 911
www.afsglobal.net

www.leggett.com

South Yorkshire S72 7GH

SFS GROUP FASTENING TECHNOLOGY LTD.
DIVISION RIVETING (GESIPA)

West Yorkshire BD21 4JU

• Special designed blind rivets
• Rivet nut and rivet nut studs
• Tooling with process control (fully automatic or manual)

t: 01535 212 200
e: info@gesipa.co.uk

BARTON COLD-FORM (UK) LTD
AN OPTIMAS COMPANY

www.gesipa.com

Worcestershire WR9 0LP

One of Europe’s leading manufacturers of bespoke critical fastenings
and special cold forgings. Engineers across Europe have turned to
Barton to solve the complex problems. From the development of the
Fix-nut in the 1930s to our current partnerships with research centres
and manufacturers, we are renowned for spearheading development in
cold forged fasteners and components.

t: 01905 772 021
www.global.optimas.com

BROOKS FORGINGS LTD
Established in 1960, one of the UK’s leading manufacturers of forged
and machined components. With our extensive in house manufacturing
capabilities we are able to produce standards and specials to suit
customer specific requirements.

t: 01384 563 356
f: 01384 563 357
e: enquiries@brooksforgings.co.uk
www.brooksforgings.co.uk
West Yorkshire BD20 8QP

(: 01535 633 333
www.cirteq.com

CLEVEDON FASTENERS LTD

(: 0121 378 0619
www.clevedon-fasteners.co.uk

COMPLEX COLD FORMING LTD

(: 0121 556 5700
www.complexcoldforming.com

West Midlands B75 7DG

West Midlands WS10 7SE

COOPER & TURNER LTD
Yorkshire S9 1RS

GRIFF CHAINS LTD

West Midlands DY2 0ED

HENROB LTD

Flintshire CH5 2NX

JCS HI-TORQUE LTD
Suffolk CO10 2YH

(: 01142 560 057
www.cooperandturner.co.uk
(: 01384 569 415
www.griffchains.co.uk
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SPS TECHNOLOGIES (T.J. BROOKS DIV.)

(: 0116 274 4886
www.spstech.com

Leicestershire LE4 9HX

STANLEY ENGINEERED FASTENING (AVDEL)
Cheshire WA1 4RF

(: 01925 811 243
www.stanleyengineeredfastening.com

ABBEY FORGED PRODUCTS LTD
Yorkshire S6 1ND

(: 01787 376 212
www.jcshi-torque.co.uk
www.leggett.com

(: 0114 231 2271
www.abbeyforgedproducts.co.uk

AKS PRECISION BALL EUROPE LTD
County Durham SR8 2PP

(: 0191 587 0000
www.aksball.com

BEDFORD STEELS

(: 01246 299 100
www.bedfordsteels.co.uk

BIFRANGI UK LTD

(: 01522 585 800
www.bifrangi.co.uk

Yorkshire S4 7YS

Lincolnshire LN2 5DT

BROCKHOUSE GROUP LTD
West Midlands B70 0SN

BROOKES & ADAMS LTD
West Midlands B44 9DX

(: 0121 556 1241
www.brockhouse.co.uk
(: 0121 360 1588
www.banda.co.uk

BROOKS FORGINGS LTD
West Midlands B64 5QJ

Established in 1960, one of the UK’s leading manufacturers of forged
and machined components. With our extensive in house manufacturing
capabilities we are able to produce standards and specials to suit
customer specific requirements.

t: 01384 563 356
f: 01384 563 357
e: enquiries@brooksforgings.co.uk
www.brooksforgings.co.uk

(: 01244 837 220
www.henrob.com

LEGGETT & PLATT COMPONENTS EUROPE LTD (: 01282 814 054
Lancashire BB18 6JA

(: 01942 520 250
www.smithbullough.com

Lancashire WN2 4HD

FORGING

West Midlands B64 5QJ

CIRTEQ LTD

SMITH BULLOUGH

CASCADE (UK) LTD

Greater Manchester M11 2DD

CERRO EMS LTD

West Midlands B9 4DS

(: 0161 438 4010
www.cascorp.com
(: 0121 772 6515
www.cerro-ems.com

www.thecbm.co.uk
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CHAPMANS AGRICULTURAL LTD

(: 0114 285 6000
www.chapmans-uk.com

South Yorkshire S6 2FH

CRAMLINGTON PRECISION FORGE LTD

(: 01670 716 811
www.cpfl-tvs.com

Northumberland NE23 1WA

CROSBY PREMIER STAMPINGS LTD
West Midlands B64 6AJ

(: 01384 353 120
www.premierstampings.co.uk

DONCASTERS BLAENAVON LTD

(: 01495 790 345
www.doncasters.com

DONCASTERS PRECISION FORGINGS LTD

(: 0114 285 8100
www.doncasters.com

Gwent NP4 9XG

South Yorkshire S6 2FR

FOOTPRINT SHEFFIELD LTD
South Yorkshire S6 2AH

HENRY WILLIAMS LTD

(: 01325 462 722
www.hwilliams.co.uk

County Durham DL1 2NJ

INDEPENDENT FORGINGS & ALLOYS LTD
West Midlands B64 5QY

KOYO BEARINGS (EUROPE) LTD
South Yorkshire S75 3TA

METTIS AEROSPACE LTD
Worcestershire B97 6EF

MILLS FORGINGS LTD
Warwickshire CV1 2BJ

MSI-FORGING DIVISION
South Yorkshire DN4 8DH

PADLEY & VENABLES LTD
Yorkshire S18 2XT

PANDROL UK LTD

Nottinghamshire S81 7AX

PEGLER YORKSHIRE GROUP LTD
South Yorkshire DN4 8DF

(: 0114 234 3000
www.independentforgings.com
(: 01384 414 500
www.kimbermills.co.uk
(: 01226 733 200
www.koyo.eu
(: 01527 406 400
www.mettis-aerospace.com
(: 024 7622 4985
www.millsforgings.co.uk
(: 01302 366 961
www.msi-forge.com
(: 01246 299 100
www.padley-venables.com
(: 01909 476 101
www.pandrol.com
(: 01302 560 560
www.pegleryorkshire.co.uk

SMITH BULLOUGH

(: 01942 520 250
www.smithbullough.com

SOLID SWIVEL LTD

(: 01384 636 421
www.solidswivel.co.uk

SOMERS FORGE LTD

(: 0121 585 5959
www.somersforge.com

Lancashire WN2 4HD
West Midlands B64 7BL
West Midlands B62 8DZ

SOUTH WALES FORGEMASTERS
Cardiff CF15 7YF

SPECIAL QUALITY ALLOYS LTD
Yorkshire S9 3XN

SPROMAK LTD

Merseyside L36 6AN

(: 029 2081 0341
www.swforgemasters.co.uk
(: 0114 243 4366
www.specialqualityalloys.com
(: 0151 480 0592
www.spromak.co.uk

STOKES GROUP

West Midlands DY2 0SE
Established in 1908, Stokes now forms part of one of the
world’s pre-eminent forging groups. We are a direct supplier
to: Jaguar Land Rover, Honda, Ford and Volvo and you can also
find Stokes forged parts on Audi, Volkswagen and even McLaren
cars. In addition to our UK manufacturing base, we have sister forging
plants in: Spain, Germany, Lithuania, Asia, Middle and South America,
supported by a much envied centre of technical excellence in Spain. For
your high volume precision forged requirements, talk to the experts.

t: 01384 342 550
f: 01384 342 551
e: sales@stokesforgings.com
www.stokesforgings.com

TECOMET

Yorkshire S6 2AN

TINSLEY BRIDGE GROUP
Yorkshire S9 1TG

W.H. TILDESLEY LTD

(: 01902 366 440
www.whtildesley.com

West Midlands WV13 2AN

WYMAN GORDON LINCOLN LTD

(: 01522 525 492
www.wyman-gordon.com

Lincolnshire LN2 5XY

Wyman Gordon Ltd

(: 01506 446 200

www.wyman-gordon.com

West Lothian EH54 5BZ

(: 0121 526 7138
www.george-dyke.co.uk

West Midlands WS10 8LP

KIMBER

(: 01902 605 141
www.victoriaforgings.co.uk

West Midlands WV13 1AG

(: 0114 232 7080
www.footprint-tools.co.uk

GEORGE DYKE LTD

South Yorkshire S6 2BL

VICTORIA DROP FORGINGS CO LTD

(: 0114 285 5881
www.symmetrymedical.com
(: 0114 2211 111
www.tinsleybridge.co.uk

SHEET METAL
3M HEALTHCARE

(: 01200 421 140
www.3M.com/uk

Lancashire BB7 1NX

AGA RANGEMASTER LTD

(: 01926 457 400

www.rangemaster.co.uk

Warwickshire CV31 2AD

AISIN EUROPE MANUFACTURING (UK) LTD
West Midlands B32 3BZ

(: 0121 421 5688
www.aisin.com

APS METAL PRESSINGS LTD
West Midlands B19 3AR

• APS are a world leading manufacturer,
with unrivalled metal forming and
presswork capabilities.
• Our 57,000 square foot facility contains
the latest start-of-the-art manufacturing
plant enabling us to provide, complex high
specification components.
• Founded in 1970, this family run business,
is based within the hub of British industry –
Birmingham, the home of the Enviro-Cup.

t: 0121 523 0011
f: 0121 554 7244
e: info@apsmith.co.uk
www.apsmith.co.uk

ARCELORMITTAL TAILORED BLANKS
BIRMINGHAM LTD

(: 0121 558 8464

ARLINGTON AUTOMOTIVE NE LIMITED

(: 01325 300 777

BAKER & FINNEMORE LTD
West Midlands B3 1SN		

(: 0121 236 2347

West Midlands B65 0QL www.automotive.arcelormittal.com/tailoredblanks
County Durham DL16 6UJ

www.arlingtonindustriesgroup.com
www.bakfin.com

BATTEN & ALLEN LTD		
Gloucestershire GL7 1NQ		

www.batten-allen.com

BISLEY (FC BROWN)		

(: 01633 637 383

Gwent NP19 4PW

BROADWAYS STAMPINGS LTD
Buckinghamshire MK1 1DT

(: 01285 655 220

www.bisley.com

(: 01908 279 200

www.broadwaysstampings.co.uk

C.BRANDAUER & COMPANY LTD
West Midlands B19 2YU		

www.brandauer.co.uk

CARLTON LASER SERVICES LTD
Leicestershire LE4 9LN		

www.carltonlaser.co.uk

CHARTER AUTOMOTIVE
West Midlands WS7 3GJ		
CIRTEQ LTD		
West Yorkshire BD20 8QP		

(: 0121 359 2822
(: 0116 233 9990
(: 01543 414 541

www.charterautomotive.com

(: 01535 633 333

www.cirteq.com

COOPER CROUSE HINDS UK LTD
(: 01795 889 146
Kent ME12 1LP		
www.enclosures-crouse-hinds.uk.com
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DENSO MARSTON LTD		
Yorkshire BD17 7JR

(: 01274 702 404

KMF (PRECISION SHEET METAL) LTD
Staffordshire ST5 7UF		

www.denso-europe.com

(: 01782 569 060
www.kmf.co.uk

DONCASTERS BRAMAH
South Yorkshire S20 3GB		

www.doncasters.com

(: 0114 251 2102

LEONARDT LTD		
Shropshire WV16 6NN		

(: 01746 861 203

DRB ENGINEERING LTD

(: 0121 359 4566

(: 02476 691 000

(: 01302 321 541

LIBERTY PRESSING SOLUTIONS
(COVENTRY) LTD
West Midlands CV5 6RT		

(: 01933 401 555

NEW LINCAT LTD		
Lincoln LN6 3QZ		

www.eden-uk.com

METAL ASSEMBLIES LTD
West Midlands B70 9DD		

(: 024 7667 3333

MIKING LTD

West Midlands B19 3TE

www.drbengineering.com

EATON COOPER LIGHTING AND SAFETY LTD
South Yorkshire DN2 4NB		
EDEN, A TRADING DIVISION
OF THE MARMON GROUP LIMITED
Northamptonshire NN8 6GR

EU-MATIC DIV. OF MULTIMATIC LTD
Warwickshire CV5 6UB		
EUROPEAN SPRINGS & PRESSINGS
(BECKENHAM)
Kent BR3 4DW

EUROPEAN SPRINGS & PRESSINGS
(CORNWALL)
Devon TR16 4AX		
FELLOWS (RICAL GROUP)
West Midlands WV2 4HL		
FUTABA-TENNECO UK LTD
Lancashire BB12 6HJ		
GDC GROUP LTD (NEWRY)
County Down BT34 2QU		
GDC GROUP LTD (PORTADOWN)
County Armagh BT63 5HU

GESTAMP TALLENT LTD (AYCLIFFE)

www.cooper-ls.com

www.multimatic.com

(: 0208 663 1800
www.europeansprings.com

(: 01726 861 444
www.europeansprings.com

(: 01902 576 400

www.ricalgroup.com

(: 01282 433 171

www.futaba-tenneco.co.uk

GESTAMP TALLENT LTD (LLANELLI)

(: 01554 772 233

MILTON KEYNES PRESSINGS LTD
Buckinghamshire MK2 3EF

The MKP Group consists of Milton Keynes Pressings, Ryeland
Toolmakers and Maine office, all established Engineering Companies.
As a tier one supplier of Metal pressings and sub assemblies in to the
automotive and other industries we pride ourselves on our quality and
delivery performance to our customers of which we have received
various awards.
Our Accreditations include:

t: +44 (0) 1908 271 940
www.mkp.co.uk

MULTIFORMS (RICAL GROUP)

(: 01384 569 283

NORTHERN AUTOMOTIVE SYSTEMS LTD

(: 01873 832 263

PRESSLITE

(: 0121 327 1428

GLEN DIMPLEX HOME APPLIANCES
Merseyside L35 2XW		

(: 0844 248 4466

West Midlands B6 7QT

GROVE METAL SECTIONS LTD
West Midlands WV13 3RN		

(: 01902 601 697

Lancashire BB1 5RF

G-TEKT EUROPE MANUFACTURING
(GLOUCESTER)
Gloucestershire GL3 4AJ		

(: 01452 610 022

Gwent NP10 8FS

G-TEKT EUROPE MANUFACTURING LTD
(GWENT)
Gwent NP23 5SD		

(: 01495 307 190

GUALA CLOSURES UK LTD
Lanarkshire G66 1ST		

(: 0141 777 2000

www.grovems.com

www.takao.co.uk

www.takao.co.uk
www.gualaclosures.com

H V WOODING LTD		
Kent CT21 6HG		

www.hvwooding.co.uk

HADLEY INDUSTRIES PLC
West Midlands B66 2PA		

www.hadleygroup.com

Shropshire TF2 9TY

30

(: 01303 264 471
(: 0121 555 1300
(: 01675 463 882

www.htbrigham.co.uk

QUINN RADIATORS LTD

(: 01752 207 600

www.rittal-csm.co.uk

ROBERT BION & CO LTD

(: 0118 959 2700

www.bion.co.uk

Hampshire RG30 1EA

SALOP DESIGN & ENGINEERING LTD
Shropshire SY1 3LB

• Salop Design & Engineering Ltd is a long standing
metal presswork and assemblies provider based
in Shrewsbury.
• With mechanical, progression, hydraulic and
transfer options up to 1000T, and incorporating
2 state of the art Powder coating lines on site.
• We are here for all your pressing and coating needs.

t: 01743 450 501

www.salopdesign.co.uk

SAS INTERNATIONAL (SCOTLAND)
Ayr KA19 7AZ

SAS INTERNATIONAL (WALES)

(: 01952 292 920

SERTEC ALUMINIUM STRUCTURES

www.kiyokuni.co.uk

(: 01633 657 104

www.qrl-radiators.com

Devon PL6 7EZ

(: 01787 376 212

www.jcshi-torque.co.uk

(: 01254 584 126

www.presspart.com

RITTAL-CSM LTD

www.imco.co.uk
www.jlfloat.com

www.sertec.co.uk

PRESSPART MANUFACTURING LTD

(: 01978 66115
(: 01922 455 677

www.nasuk.com

Monmouthshire NP7 0EB

www.gestamp.com
www.gdha.com

www.ricalltd.com

West Midlands B64 7AL

Carmarthenshire SA14 8EU

KIYOKUNI EUROPE LTD

(: 0191 415 5919

www.mi-king.co.uk

Tyne & Wear NE37 3JD

(: 01325 313 232

www.gestamp.com

JCS HI-TORQUE LTD		
Suffolk CO10 2YH		

(: 0121 500 5616

www.metalassemblies.co.uk

(: 0283 8333 131

(: 01543 466 664

West Midlands WS9 8UF

www.lincat.co.uk

www.gdcgroup.co.uk

GESTAMP TALLENT LTD (CANNOCK)
Staffordshire WS11 1LY		

J L FLOAT LTD		

(: 01522 875 555

(: 02830 264 621

www.gestamp.com

IMPERIAL MACHINE COMPANY
Wrexham LL13 9RF		

www.libertyhousegroup.com

www.gdcgroup.co.uk

County Durham DL5 6EP

HT BRIGHAM & COMPANY LTD
West Midlands B46 1JQ		

www.leonardt.com

Glamorgan CF31 3XU

West Midlands B11 2BF

(: 01655 882 555
www.sasint.co.uk

(: 01656 664 600
www.sasint.co.uk

(: 0121 706 0330
www.sertec.co.uk
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SERTEC LTD

(: 01675 463 361

SPS AEROSTRUCTURES LTD

(: 0115 988 0000

STADCO CASTLE BROMWICH

(: 0121 382 3120

STADCO POWYS

(: 01691 648 561

STADCO SHREWSBURY

(: 01743 445 541

Staffordshire TF11 8QQ

www.doerken.com

FNSTEEL LTD

STADCO TELFORD

(: 01952 222 111

West Midlands B90 1QS

(: 07969 099 041

HEAT TREATMENT 2000 LTD

(: 0121 526 2000

STEEL & ALLOY PROCESSING LTD

(: 0121 553 5292

www.sertec.co.uk

West Midlands B46 1JX

www.spstech.com

Nottinghamshire NE15 0DP

www.stadco.co.uk

West Midlands B24 9GZ

www.stadco.co.uk

Powys SY22 5DH

www.stadco.co.uk

Shropshire SY1 3AS

www.stadco.co.uk

Shropshire TF1 7LL

www.steelalloy.co.uk

West Midlands B70 6BZ

STOCKFIELD METAL SPINNERS LTD

(: 0121 440 1333

www.stockfield.com

West Midlands B12 9DJ

SWANN-MORTON LTD

(: 0114 234 4231

www.swann-morton.com

Yorkshire S6 2BJ

TAURUS ENGINEERING (RICAL GROUP)
West Sussex BN15 8TA

(: 01903 761 188

www.taurusengineering.co.uk

THE REGENT ENGINEERING CO (WALSALL) LTD (: 0121 526 6060
www.regenteng.com

West Midlands WS10 8XB

TITAN STEEL WHEELS
West Midlands DY10 3SD

(: 01865 334 300

VOESTALPINE METSEC PLC

(: 0121 601 6000

VOESTALPINE ROTEC LTD

(: 01455 620 300

www.metsec.com

www.voestalpine.com/rotec

WALSALL PRESSINGS CO LTD

(: 01922 721 152

www.walpres.co.uk

West Midlands WS1 4JW

WHITTAN STORAGE

(: 0800 169 5151

WILLIAM KING LTD

(: 0121 500 4100

www.link51.co.uk

Shropshire TF7 4LN

www.williamking.co.uk

West Midlands B70 9DR

(: 0121 558 2694
www.william-mitchell.co.uk

AISIN EUROPE MANUFACTURING (UK) LTD

GROVE METAL SECTIONS LTD

(: 01902 601 697

HADLEY INDUSTRIES PLC

(: 0121 555 1300

West Midlands B69 4HF

Shropshire TF7 4PF

(: 0114 232 9240

www.broder-metals-group.com

(: 01952 587 730

www.carlosalvi.com

NEW DÖRKEN MKS SYSTEME GMBH & CO.KG (: 00 49 2330 630

West Midlands B70 9PQ

NATIONAL MACHINERY UK LTD
West Midlands B31 2TS

PHILLIPS SCREW COMPANY
Leicestershire LE3 2YB

www.fnsteel.com

www.heattreat2000.co.uk

(: 0121 222 5352

www.nationalmachinery.eu

(: 0754 081 1962

www.phillips-screw.com

THE BIFURCATED & TUBULAR RIVET COMPANY (: 01296 314 300
Buckinghamshire HP20 1DQ

TR FASTENINGS LTD
East Sussex TN22 1QW

NEW WILDE ANALYSIS

Staffordshire TF11 8QQ

www.bifandtub.co.uk

(: 08454 811 800 	

www.trfastenings.com

(: 0161 474 6886 	
wildeanalysis.co.uk

FORGING
AJAX TOCCO INTERNATIONAL LTD
West Midlands B8 1BG

BHARAT FORGE
Middlesex TW8 9JJ

CARLO SALVI UK LTD - HATEBUR
Shropshire TF7 4PF

DREHER AUTOMATION

(: 0121 322 8000
www.ajaxtocco.co.uk

(: 01562 720 396
www.bharatforge.com

(: 01952 587 730
www.carlosalvi.com

(: 0049 7454 881 640
www.dreher.de

Germany D- 72172

FORGE TECH SERVICES (UK) LTD

West Midlands B71 3QW

t: 07789 502 850

www.forgetechservices.com

www.aisin.com

www.grovems.com

VOESTALPINE METSEC PLC

CARLO SALVI UK LTD - HATEBUR

(: 0121 421 5688

West Midlands WV13 3RN
West Midlands B66 2PA

Yorkshire S35 9TG

(: 0121 322 8000

www.ajaxtocco.co.uk

• Spares, Service and Process engineering for all
makes of metalforming equipment
• Forge Tech offer a full Turnkey service for all your
metalforming equipment projects from small spares
to complete press installations.

COLD ROLLED
West Midlands B32 3BZ

BRODER METALS GROUP LTD

www.uys.ltd.uk

West Midlands B69 4HF

West Midlands B66 1NY

West Midlands B8 1BG

(: 01562 850 561

Oxfordshire OX4 2BW

WILLIAM MITCHELL (RICAL GROUP)

AJAX TOCCO INTERNATIONAL LTD

www.titansteelwheels.com

UYS LTD

Leicestershire LE10 3BS

FASTENERS

www.hadleygroup.com

(: 0121 601 6000
www.metsec.com

HENKEL LTD
Hertfordshire HP2 4 RQ

HYDROMEC S.R.L.
Italy

INTERPOWER INDUCTION LTD
West Midlands WS8 6LH

(: 01442 278 000
www.henkel.com

(: 00 39 030 373 1147
www.hydromec.it

(: 01675 477 700
www.interpowereurope.com

JAMES DURRANS AND SONS
Yorkshire S36 9QU
• Suppliers of all types of forging lubricants
• UK based manufacturing facilities and technical support
• 10 day delivery time on most lubricants

Contact:
Steven Sherry, Sales Manager

t: 01226 370 000
www.durrans.co.uk
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LASCO UMFORMTECHNIK GMBH

(: 049 9561 6420

ALTAIR ENGINEERING

(: 01865 775 412

CONTROL ENERGY COSTS LTD

(: 07501 221 728

(: 01522 693 646

CROWE U.K. LLP

(: 0121 543 1900

www.lasco.com

Germany

MICAS SIMULATIONS LTD

www.micassimulations.co.uk

Oxfordshire OX4 2ER

PAUL KIRK FORMING LTD

www.pkforming.com

Lincolnshire LN6 7HE

PIETRO RIMOLDI & C SRL

(: 00 39 0 331 504 449

www.rimoldi.it

Italy

SMS GROUP

(: 01606 551 421

www.sms-group.co.uk

Derbyshire S41 9FG

TIMET UK LTD

(: 0121 356 1155

www.timet.com

West Midlands B6 7UR

(: 01926 468 600

www.altairengineering.co.uk

Warwickshire CV32 4JG

www.cec.uk.com

Surrey CR5 1BN

www.crowe.co.uk

West Midlands B69 2DG

CYBER-WELD LTD

(: 07798 821509
www.cybrweld.co .uk

Southam CV47 1NE

E4ENVIRONMENT

(: 01743 343 403

www.e4environment.co.uk

Shropshire SY4 1BP

ECI SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS

(: 0333 123 0333

ESSEL ACOUSTICS LTD

(: 07710 356 663

www.ecim1.eu

Cambridgeshire PE27 4AA

www.esselacoustics.com

Middlesex HA8 6NU

SHEET METAL
AP&T UK

(: 045 762 53201

FBC MANBY BOWDLER SOLICITORS LLP

(: 01902 578 000

FORTRESS INTERLOCKS

(: 01902 349 000

West Midlands WV2 4DN

Denmark

www.aptgroup.com

AUTOFORM ENGINEERING B.V.

(: 07968 507 737

West Midlands WV4 8FB

(: 01684 575 757

Staffs ST1 5HU

(: 01902 732 110

Leicestershire LE7 1GP

www.autoform.com

Wales, CF39 8JG

BAUROMAT UK LTD

www.bauromat.com

Shropshire TF3 3AT

BOWERS & JONES LTD

www.bowersjones.com

Staffordshire WV10 7QZ

CYBERWELD

(: 07798 821 509

www.cyberweld.co.uk

Warwickshire CV47 1NE

DAYTON PROGRESS LTD

(: 01926 484 192

www.daytonprogress.co.uk

Warwickshire CV8 1NP

DREHER AUTOMATION

(: 00 49 7454 881 640
www.dreher.de

Germany D- 72172

HAUCK HEAT TREATMENT UK LTD

(: 0121 327 2020

www.hauckht.co.uk

West Midlands B6 7EE

IMPRESSION TECHNOLOGIES
West Midlands CV5 9PF

(: 020 3667 3593

www.impression-technologies.com

INSTITUTE OF SHEET METAL ENGINEERING
West Midlands WV6 7UQ

OERLIKON BALZERS COATING LTD

(: 0789 149 9146

www.isme.btck.co.uk

(: 01908 377 277
www.balzers.com

Buckinghamshire MK7 8AT

RYELAND TOOLMAKERS
(: 01908 647 746
(PART OF MILTON KEYNES PRESSINGS GROUP)
Buckinghamshire MK2 3JJ

SANKYO OILLESS INDUSTRY GMBH
Germany

www.ryelandtoolmakers.co.uk

(: 07986 088 195

www.de.sankyo-oilless.com

TECHNOTRANS GRAPHICS LTD

(: 01206 224 200

www.technotrans.co.uk

Essex CO4 9QX

THE BIFURCATED & TUBULAR RIVET COMPANY (: 01296 314 300
www.bifandtub.co.uk

Buckinghamshire HP20 1DQ

TOTAL METAL PRODUCTS
Gloucestershire GL17 9HP

(: 01594 543 222

www.totalmetalproducts.com

COMMERCIAL
2020 HEATING LTD/2020 SOLAR PV
Worcestershire WR8 9LW

ADVANCED FORMING RESEARCH CENTRE
Renfrew PA4 9LJ

AIM INTERNET

West Midlands B1 1BD

(: 01386 802 020

www.fortressinterlocks.com

FUCHS LUBRICANTS (UK) LTD

(: 01782 203 700

www.fuchs.com/uk

GRAVITY RISK SERVICES

(: 07510 695 335

www.gravityriskservices.co.uk

HIGHLEY STEEL LTD

(: 01384 396 660

www.highleysteel.com

West Midlands DY8 1JN

IN-COMM TRAINING AND BUSINESS SERVICES LTD(: 01922 457 686
www.in-comm.co.uk

West Midlands WS9 8UG

INDUSTRIAL RESPONSE FIRST AID TRAINING (: 07561 427 071
www.industrial-response.co.uk

Worcestershire B97 5PY

JONATHAN LEE RECRUITMENT LTD
West Midlands DY8 14Z

KUKA SYSTEMS UK LTD
West Midlands B62 8AN

LAKE CORROSION ENGINEERING
Worcestershire B98 8QJ

(: 01384 397 555
www.jonlee.co.uk

(: 0121 585 0888

www.kuka-systems.co.uk

(: 07948 352 008
www.lakecm.co.uk

LEAN ENGINEERING & MANUFACTURING ACADEMY (: 0121 359 0242
West Midlands B19 3NH

METALUBE LTD

Greater Manchester M44 5EG

www.lemacademy.co.uk

(: 0161 775 7771

www.metalube.co.uk

MOHS WORKPLACE HEALTH LTD

(: 0121 601 4041

PETROFER UK PLC

(: 01952 580 100

West Midlands B70 6PX
Shropshire TF7 4PW

www.mohs.co.uk

www.petrofer.co.uk

PILZ AUTOMATION TECHNOLOGY

(: 01536 460 766

POWERSTAR

(: 0114 257 6200

Northamptonshire NN18 8TJ
South Yorkshire S35 1QP

R & D TAX CLAIMS LTD
Shrewsbury SY4 4FA

NEW SPEEDEL LTD

www.pilz.co.uk

www.powerstar.com

(: 0845 003 0140

www.rdtaxclaims.co.uk

(: 0333 772 2021

Leicester LE4 9LG

www.speedel.co.uk

TOTAL UK LTD

(: 01977 636 303

ULTRA FACILITIES SERVICES

(: 0121 555 1300

Ferrybridge WF11 8JY
www.2020solarpv.com

www.fbcmb.co.uk

West Midlands B66 2PA

www.total.co.uk

www.ultrafacilitiesservices.com

(: 0141 534 5200

www.strath.ac.uk/afrc

(: 07816 071 112

www.aiminternet.co.uk
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THE
UK ENGINEERING MARKETPLACE
IS HERE!
At some point almost every manufacturing business faces the same question about its
product range: ‘do we make it, buy it off-the-shelf or find a subcontract supplier?’ Whichever
path your business selects, and it could, of course, be a mix of all three options, there is now
a free to use website that will provide comprehensive end-to-end information covering the
most up-to-date products and services to support virtually any manufacturing scenario.
The Reshoring UK website (www.reshoringuk.co.uk)
represents a unique collaboration of leading industrial
engineering associations which has been developed
with the goal of connecting manufacturers with trusted,
accredited suppliers capable of providing any technical
support, specialist products and niche services required.
As the UK’s engineering marketplace, Reshoring UK puts a
wealth of information at your fingertips to support informed
business decisions.
Users can simply select a category that is relevant to their
needs, with subcategories to help focus the search, or choose
from industry sectors and even by association membership
or search in the free text search for their product or service
requirement. A region filter provides the choice between
regions and country specific for suitable suppliers. After
filtering, any potential businesses are ‘pinned’ on a graphical
map allowing the user to interrogate each profile and individual
company website link. The pin for any viewed business changes
colour to easily identify which companies have been reviewed.
A ‘free text’ search box means bespoke products and services
can be quickly identified without the deluge of information you
would receive using an internet browser. And, with ongoing
plans to continue expanding the content and capability of the
website, visitors to Reshoring UK will be assured of finding the
latest technical content and current company information.
Julia Moore, CEO of the GTMA, the founding Association of
the initiative, says: “It is an often-repeated misconception that
the UK does not make things anymore. The reality is that we
are still the ninth largest manufacturing nation in the world
and the sector plays a vital role as an employer, exporter and
innovator.
“In fact, British-made goods are sought-after around the
world, with manufacturing accounting for 44 per cent of all the
UK’s overseas sales. Manufacturing still contributes a tenth of
UK Gross Value Added (GVA), and represents 70 per cent of all
business Research and Development (R&D) spend and directly
employs 2.7 million people.”
With a number of key industry sector organisations already
involved, such as Rail, Medical and Automotive, the reach of the
new website will only increase and Aerospace, Pharmaceutical,
Defence, Marine, Energy – Nuclear, Renewables, Oil and Gas,
and also Food and Beverage will be included in the near future.

As one of the key supporters of the Reshoring concept, the
commercial division of Lloyds Bank, has recently issued
‘Business in Britain: Manufacturing. A survey of key sector
opinions, trends and insights’.
‘Reshoring and relocation is highlighted within this publication,
with more than a third (37%) of firms saying they were planning
to move manufacturing processes back to the UK that had
previously been offshored to territories like Asia and eastern
Europe.
The survey shows the prime motive for this, cited by 71%
of those with these plans, was to improve quality – a telling
endorsement of the high standards that British manufacturers
and workers uphold, which also has extremely positive
implications for UK supply chains.’
“Matching the needs of businesses that are reshoring, or
even searching for the ‘lost skills’ which the engineering
marketplace can provide, demonstrates where the Reshoring
website excels,” Julia Moore explains. “It can make the
compiling of an end-to-end supply chain much more efficient,
minimising the ‘leg work’ required to find businesses
that are capable and competent enough to provide the support
required,”
Additional associations are looking to join Reshoring UK, with
the British Compressed Air (BCAS) among the latest to sign
up. “The unique partnership retains the contact between the
Association and their members and provides for sustainability
and integrity of the platform through the membership base of
each association,” states Julia Moore.
Support has also come from the UK’s High Value Manufacturing
Catapult centre, which includes WMG, AFMC who have been
instrumental in supporting the Reshoring initiative to fund the
development of the search facility and bring together a supply
chain of engineering companies to support UK industry.
In the words of our Patron Baroness Burt of Solihull: ‘the
development of the Reshoring initiative is to encourage
engagement with our manufacturing supply chain and to
recognise the strength, skills and innovation available to
manufacturers in the UK’.

www.reshoringuk.co.uk

